Don’t Trust Government to Keep Deals
President Trump decided to withdraw from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, also
known as the Iran Nuclear Agreement, and his critics are enjoying their opportunity to show
concern.
You can debate whether the deal had any legitimacy, whether it was a good idea, and what
breaking the deal means, but you’d be missing the point. Agreements are meaningless to
governments.
Every government, or rather every person imagining themselves a representative of a
government, feels they have the right to make and break deals. Every government sees
itself as special and believes anything they do is justiﬁed. It’s the same if the deal is
between governments or between a government and an individual.
There is no downside for a government to agree to a deal, so it is quick to agree and
quicker to break them when they become inconvenient.
Just ask anyone who isn’t a government extremist how well the U.S. government has
obeyed its Constitutional limitations — the charter that allowed it to exist.
Or ask the Native people of America how well the treaties they agreed to were kept.
Ask yourself what happened with Social Security numbers, which were promised to never
become any sort of national identiﬁcation number and made illegal to use for identiﬁcation
outside of Social Security, but which are now national identiﬁcation numbers.
Governments feel no obligation to live up to their agreements while demanding you keep
up your end centuries after their betrayal.
A problem with making any agreement with government is that you have no real recourse
when the government tires of its end of the bargain. Even if your complaint is heard, it will
either be heard by a representative of the same government that cheated you — a
representative who owes his job and paycheck to your opponent — or by some other
government. No government wants to ﬁnd governments obligated to keep their end of any
deal. It could come back to bite them. Obviously, seeking justice on your own would be
called a crime by the government that violated you.
If you make an agreement with a government and expect the agreement to be honored,
you have set yourself up for disappointment. If you expect agreements between two or
more governments to be upheld, you seem unaware of what government is or how it
works. Don’t expect a scorpion to act like anything other than a scorpion. Not even if you

consider it your pet.

